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Brief business history of Slovenia
- largely defined by the socialist era

- 19th century: agriculture, mining industry, crafts and trade

- until 1918: businesses were mainly held by foreigners (in the territory of Styria, mainly 
Germans)

- before 1945: business in Slovenia was mostly held by private persons

- after 1945: nationalization of business and property



Brief business history of Slovenia
SOCIALIST PERIOD (1945-1990)

- massive industrialization 

- planned economy

TRANSITION PERIOD (1990-2004)

- transition from socialist to the capitalist system

- privatization

- companies had trouble adapting to the new system and the new markets. Most of established, 
well-known companies lost their Yugoslav market and had to face European competition.

- bankruptcy 



Maribor
- in the period of socialism one of the most industrial towns in Slovenia

- most of its industry went bankrupt in the transition period and more than 6,000 people were 
left unemployed



What does that mean for the archives?
- companies in the socialist era were all owned by the people

- recognized as creators of archives and had to follow the archival law

Between 1990 and 
2006 there were 
167 acquisitions of 
archives only from 
bankrupt 
companies.

The archives were 
acquired unarranged 
and mostly 
undescribed, in some 
cases with only brief 
lists of contents

Also, documents 
with no archival
value were 
transferred to the 
archives. 
(to be saved from
destruction)



TOVARNA AVTOMOBILOV MARIBOR

TVT BORIS KIDRIČ MARIBOR

ATMOS HOČE

GUMARNA MARIBOR

MARIBORSKI TISK

HIDROMONTAŽA MARIBOR

GRADIS MARIBOR

METALNA MARIBOR

SGP STAVBAR MARIBOR

FERROMOTO MARIBOR

OPEKARNA KOŠAKI

ELEKTROKOVINA MARIBOR

ŠPEDTRANS MARIBOR

JEKLOTEHNA MARIBOR

SGP KONSTRUKTOR MARIBOR

TOVARNA DUŠIKA RUŠE

TEKSTILNA TOVARNA TABOR

TALIS MARIBOR

MARIBORSKA TEKSTILNA TOVARNA

PIK – TOVARNA PERILA MARIBOR

SVILA MARIBOR

VESNA AKUMULATORJI MARIBOR

ŽELEZARNA RAVNE

KOMUNALNI INŽENIRING MARIBOR 

ZALOŽBA OBZORJA MARIBOR

TOVARNA STIKALNIH NAPRAV

1252 AŠ

687 AŠ

264 AŠ

75 AŠ

353 AŠ

1032 AŠ

1560 AŠ

2223 AŠ

880 AŠ

423 AŠ

101 AŠ

510 AŠ

710 AŠ

350 AŠ

366 AŠ

119 AŠ

289 AŠ

272 AŠ

258 AŠ

785 AŠ

284 AŠ

569 AŠ

138 AŠ

575 AŠ

476 AŠ

580 AŠ

LILET – TOVARNA OBUTVE 260 AŠ

JEKLO RUŠE 130 AŠ

15221 archival boxes ofunarranged material



Use of business archives
- oldest business documents date back to the 17th century (guild documents)

- most kept archives date to the period of socialism

- largest are fonds created by big industrial companies (electric companies and electric hydro 
plants and mining industry

- processing and service industry fonds – here we find fonds, which range also to 300 running 
meters of archives per fonds



Vzajemna klasifikacija fondov in zbirk
SIRA_net



Use of business archives
Researching history
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Legal and administrative purposes
- 400 submitted applications a year 

Many requests come from former employees who are searching for documents to prove:

- they were employed in a company, years  of employment, salary or income, certificate of 
passed test (driving a fork lift, managing a crane…), certificate of insurance period with bonus, 
etc. 

- arranging property

- technical and technological documentation





Today?
- state archives keep business archives up to the period of privatization

- not competent for safekeeping archives of businesses, since they are in private hands

f a company is bankrupt and not in 
public service, its documents must be 
kept by the owners, who usually put 
them in storage to companies which 
provide such a service

What is left for 
the archives are 
only official 
documents, which 
were created by 
public bodies.


